
The Wine Steward’s 

RED  

COLLECTOR 
W I N E   C L U B 

March 2022 
 

WINE:  2019 Brendel ‘Coopers Reed’ 

              Cabernet Sauvignon  
 

SOURCE:  Napa Valley 

 
 

GRAPES:  100% Cabernet Sauvignon,  

         

FOOD:  I haven’t said “duck” in a while. 

    How about DUCK?!    
 

“WHAT’s DIFFERENT HERE?”   

This Cabernet is important.   
 

When I use that descriptor I more often apply it to wines which are either complex, concentrated, and / 

or extremely durable.  For the life of me, I’m not sure if this particular Cabernet conforms to that criteria.  

So why the use of “important”?  I could acknowledge the feel-good fact that all of its fruit – hailing from 

Rutherford, Howell Mountain, and Saint Helena – is organically grown.  But you know what?  I’d like to 

think one of these days “organically grown” will no longer be a selling point.  It should become a boring 

foregone conclusion; why WOULDN’T we be eating and drinking things so healthily farmed?! 
 

No, the real difference here is where this Cabernet  - from places you’ve heard of, with farming you’ve 

heard of - took its long winter’s nap.  Consider:  The standard vessels for aging this varietal in both Napa 

and Bordeaux are 228-liter barrels.  They happen in every barrel room you’ve ever visited on a winery 

tour.  The resting place for this Brendel Cabernet was a TWENTY THOUSAND LITER oak cask.  You 

could furnish, add plumbing and electrical to, and LIVE IN one of those! 
 

The question is, “Why?”  Why return to the pre-prohibition, pre-stainless steel tank choice of enormous 

wood containers?  The answer lies in the perfume, flavors, and feel of this Cabernet.  The larger the 

container, the more you’re preserving youthful fruit.  That was the priority this time around.  I’m 

recalling the experience of a 1968 Rioja I’ve tasted several times, where young fruit still amazingly 

remains somewhat intact.  It was aged the same ‘super-sized’ way.  Floral and even grapey scents, a 

happily-berried flavor, and a juicy-fresh feel are the pleasant if not typical results. 
 

How will Brendel age?  As well as that 1968 Rioja?  I’m not sure.  We don’t have the data.  Let’s find out, 

one bottle at a time!!            

44.99 / 40.49 for all wine club members 



 

 
 

WINE:  2017 Dunham Cabernet Sauvignon  
 

 

SOURCE:  Columbia Valley, Washington  
 

 

ATTITUDE:  Right   

 

GRAPES:  88% Cabernet Sauvignon, 5% Merlot, 5% Malbec,  

      2% Petit Verdot 

 

FOOD:    Asado-style beef, or an approximation   

 
 

 

 

 

FAMILIARITY 

 
  

I was immediately struck by the proprietor name “Dunham,” which is but one letter different than my own 

last name, and I’m told the two are virtually interchangeable; perhaps an Ellis Island-affected thing.  So, 

perhaps, these Northwesterners are kin.  I can say that if I ever had my own wine label it would bear a 

“family resemblance” to theirs, design-wise. 

 

What really got to me is the story of this family which turned to winemaking when, on a fishing trip, Eric 

Dunham declared to his father his wish to embark on that career voyage.  The family pitched in and it 

happened.  Later, after many successful vintages and a fully established business, Eric’s father died of 

cancer.  About a year later, an apparently (he did not betray this) grief-stricken Eric committed suicide.  

I’m not reporting this to be sensational.  It seems to be the wish of the Dunham Cellars survivors to have 

this out in the open; for his death to constructively encourage us to confront an oft-unconfronted taboo in 

the face.  So, with no apologies, this tragedy takes up the heart of these notes.  

 

That said, I bought this wine made by Eric’s successors because it is good.  Balanced in feel and “just 

enough” in complexity and flavor, it is reassuringly “right” for a Washington Cab; more like a L’Ecole No. 

41 (Eric did time there) or a DeLILLE than a more “modern” fruit-forward type.   

 

It is reassuring.     

 
 

47.99 / 43.19 for all wine club members 

 

                                                      



                                               The Wine Steward’s 

World Class 
W I N E   C L U B 

March 2022  
 

WINE:  2019 ‘Serras del Priorat’ by Clos Figueras 
 

SOURCE:  Priorat, Catalunya, Spain 
 

GRAPES:  51% Garnacha, 31% Carignan,  

    12% Syrah, 6% Cabernet Sauvignon 

 

ATTITUDE:  Jubilant    
 

FOOD:  Grilled meats, utilizing fresh thyme,  

                                                                               salt & pepper, and olive oil 

REMEMBERING TOM 
 

Tom Billmeier was a longtime TWS friend.  Frequenter of our Mezzanine WineBar and many an event, 

we became more familiar during a cruise down France’s Rhone River.  He was one of those great travel 

mates game for anything; we’d see Tom’s name on a group list and know we’d be better for it. 
 

When our band of thirty disembarked after a lazy seven-day’s float, twenty remained together and headed 

for Barcelona, Tom included.  One day while there we hired a shuttle bus to take us to the remarkable 

Priorat wine region.  We spent the first half of the day trip at Mas Doix, a producer we’ve long admired, 

where proprietor Valenti coerced us to hike to a lofty peak overlooking his village of Poboleda.  Surviving 

that and many tastes of great Mas Doix wine, we headed south to Clos Figueras near Priorat’s other main 

wine town of Gratallops.  Here we were treated to a fine lunch, during which the Clos Figueras wines 

were presented by an irrepressible winery representative.  This enthusiastic man’s hand gestures were so 

frantically expressive I had to discreetly capture a series of photos on my phone, ultimately loading them 

onto our ever-rolling slideshow at the WineBar.  In the foreground of each shot, there sits Tom with his 

delighted Cheshire Cat grin; enjoying the crazy moment.  That’s how I remember Tom, whom we lost 

last October, every time he “reappears” upstairs.  You’ll know him when you see him. 
 

One of the wines we savored at that memorable lunch was a former vintage of this ‘Serras del Priorat,’ the 

more cheerful little brother to flagship Font de Figueras.  The main Priorat players Grenache and Carignan 

feature prominently; the former contributing happy, jammy fruit and the Carignan/Carinyena conferring 

“bass notes” of darkness and structure.  Priorat, open-mindedly, frequently invites “international” varieties 

to the party as happens here with Syrah and Cabernet, but the theme of slate-y local terroir prevails.   
 

Tom would love this.       
 

 

35.99 / 32.39 for Wine Club Members 



 

 

WINE:  2018 “Preludio” de Sei Solo  
 

 

SOURCE:  Ribera del Duero, Spain 
 

 

GRAPES:  100% Tempranillo 
 

 

ATTITUDE:  Classically severe.  Enduring. 
 

 

FOOD:  Roasted Lamb Shank                                                                 
 

 

 
 
 

 

 
 

 

SERIOUS  
 

I’ve just finished writing the notes for another Tempranillo, several pages down in the “Tuesday Night 

Wine Club” section.  Obviously, that Altanza ‘Capitoso’ is less pricey than this hard-to-find red of which 

fewer than 400 cases were made, but the other big difference is fruit source.  Ribera del Duero, from 

which “Preludio” hails, has a more extreme climate relative to Rioja.  Its clone of the Tempranillo grape 

reacts accordingly with smaller berries and – thereby – a higher, darkness-conferring, skin-to-juice ratio. 
 

While new to us (and you) Sei Solo has excellent pedigree beyond its quality vineyard sourcing.  Its 

proprietor was previously involved with Ribera del Duero’s ‘Aalto’ (impressive stuff) and has also rubbed 

elbows with the Vega Sicilia (RdD’s most historically important winery) folks.   

 

The aim of this wine is to represent the Tempranillo grape and, especially, the location by NOT utilizing 

new oak barrels.  It saw only used, neutrally-flavored, often oversized casks.  This preserved its 

uncluttered portrayal of black fruit flavors with an intensely mineral feel. 

 

“Preludio” will reluctantly soften with decanting, and if you’re taking us up on the roasted lamb shank 

pairing idea you’ll have the time for this airing treatment.  Even after a couple hours of oxidation the wine 

is bound to maintain its firmness, but that’s the magic of a proper food pairing.  Lamb, with its especially 

lubricative fatty-ness, will be Preludio’s perfect counterpoint. 

 

“Counterpoint” is also a musical term, which reminds me to mention that ‘Sei Solo’ is a reference to JS 

Bach’s six violin solos.  The label’s graphic is actually a monogram of Bach’s initials, repeated backwards, 

created by the master himself.  This is made clear by a visit to:    

http://www.spiritsound.com/bach/jsb_monogram/monogram.html      

 

47.99 / 43.19 for Wine Club Members 



The Wine Steward’s 

C A L I F O R N I A  
(West Coast) 

W I N E   C L U B 
March 2022 

 

WINE:  2019 RENEGADE by Ancient Peaks 
 

SOURCE:  Santa Margarita Ranch, Paso Robles  
      

GRAPES:  57% Syrah, 33% Petit Verdot, 10% Malbec 
 

ATTITUDE:  Irrepressible   
 

              FOOD:  BBQ!!   
 

 

WE MEANT TO DO THIS   
 

Longtime club members can advise you newer ones:  “Expept a range of styles from The Wine Steward.”  

We feel we owe that to you openminded oenophiles: Diversity, rather than Sameness.  As a pair, this 

month’s two offerings sum that up:  If tonight’s menu has you tending the grill, uncork this.  If not, if 

baked salmon or pork roast are the evening’s fare, drink the Pinot Noir described below.  Confounded by 

all this diversity?  I’m sorry - and you’re welcome!! 

 

Ancient Peaks is located in the southernmost situation of Paso Robles, a good twenty-or-so minutes down  

Highway 101 from the city itself.  Cal Poly students (and parents) familiar with the road understand where 

we’re describing when we add, “It’s right before you head over the big hill into San Luis Obispo.” 

 

Like nearly all the wines of the region, those of Ancient Peaks tend toward heat-induced fruit generosity.  

Then there’s the further enhancement of the cepage (grape ingredients) for this particular blend.  The first 

ingredient, Syrah, can behave more delicately in cooler climes but should ALWAYS exhibit attitude; 

expressed here as meaty black fruits and olives.  Petit Verdot vies with Syrah in the contest for “Who’s 

more black?!” and brings along its typical violet fragrance and unsweetened chocolate tannins.  Malbec, not 

to be outdone, contributes the peppercorns and citric nervosity. 

 

What also confers a sense of structure and acidic relief to “Renegade”?  The dirt of this special place.  

Actually, throughout the property there is often less “soil” to be found than actual rock in the form of shale 

and fossilized seashells.  The sum of this complex group of contributions is a red that’s ripe, expressive, 

and worthy of baby back ribs and such.  Go there!          

     

22.99 / 20.69 for all wine club members 



  

           

         WINE:  2019 ‘Edaphos’ Pinot Noir by Ernest       

 

        SOURCE:  Giving Tree Vineyard, Oregon  

 

         GRAPES:  100% Pinot Noir  

    

          ATTITUDE:  Woodsy Dark Fruit  

 

          FOOD:  Salmon    

 

 

 

 

 

Ya Never Know 
 

 

I’m never sure when a wine club wine will appear before me, and lately those I’d call eligible for YOUR 

club (per quality and price, our main measurements) have appeared but sporadically.  In fact, two days 

before we were to hand you your March wines I’d only committed to the aforementioned Renegade.  Its 

partner was nowhere to found in a month’s worth of scribbled and wine-stained tasting notes. 

 

Then came an appointment with a fairly new vendor - where I wasn’t even anticipating a club find - and 

BAM:  This expressive red was poured and I thought, “What a nice counterpoint to Renegade a good 

Oregon Pinot Noir would be!” 

 

198 cases of Edaphos (Greek for “earth / soil”) were made by Ernest, who works with vineyards in both 

Oregon and California.  The name and, particularly, packaging for this wine are unique.  The truth of 

“Oregon,” however, is reassuring.  When you smell this from a good Pinot glass (we have these if you 

don’t!) I want you to imagine the experience of traversing a thickly-wooded forest, the damp floor of 

which never sees actual sunlight.  Here in this shadowy situation you pause to reach down and scoop up 

the soft mass on which you’ve been treading.  This combination of leaves and twigs (and critters?) is not 

yet dirt as we’d call it, but is constantly becoming dirt.  It is native compost, full of life and (grim but 

true) decomposition.  It is accordingly deeply fragrant with a moist, tangy, decayed and decaying, nearly-

fruity “whatever-ness”. 

 

While not all Oregon Pinots demonstrate that, this ‘Edaphos’ (again, Greek for ‘earth’) and many others 

do.  The palate feel is more energetic than comfortably soft and silky, authorizing this as a true FOOD 

(not cocktail) WINE.  Oil-rich fish – Northwest Salmon - is appropriate, will fill the bill.        
  

22.49 / 20.24 for all members 



The Wine Steward’s 

Wine 

Adventurer’s 
W I N E   C L U B 

March 2022 
 

 

 

 

WINE:  2020 Sylvain Badel Syrah  
 

SOURCE:  Colline Rhodaniennes,  

                   Northern Rhone, France 
 

 

 

 

GRAPES:  100% Syrah 
 

STYLE:  RIGHT  
 

FOOD:  Grilled Sausages 
 

 

ENCORE!! 
 

Last year we presented you with the 2018 version of this small-production, hardly-heard-of Syrah from the 

homeland of that grape variety.  We spent much of our note-writing (I write the notes myself, so why am I 

saying “we”?  Am I like the Queen of England or something??) on the topic of reduction, because that 

particular bottling was prone to that challenge.  We (I) encouraged you to sniff it, possibly recoil in horror 

but, after recovering your senses, frantically “swirl out” the poopy stink and observe the emergence of a 

beautiful, oh-so-Northern Rhone bouquet of violets, purple fruit, brine-cured olives, and black pepper.  

You kindly complied, performing this exercise and - upon witnessing that miracle – came back and bought  

more of that nice wine. 
 

Here is its successor, as imported by our (fairly) new friend Gregoire Montot.  When I saw Greg pull this 

from his wine bag and uncork it I braced myself for a carpal tunnel-inducing swirling routine.  However, 

at first sniff I smelled no poop.  I smelled very little of anything, as a matter of fact.  The color was 

magnificent.  The palate feel was pleasurable.  I just couldn’t smell anything.  Should I have myself tested 

for COVID?? 
 

And so, I reverted to the swirling exercise and here came all the scents and flavors I was anticipating.  This 

reckoning is my long way of saying this year’s version of a nearly organically-made Syrah is NOT 

reductive.  It just needs a little airing for it to fully reveal its beauty. 
 

Final words:  Northern Rhone Syrah is never cheap, as there is much less of it to go around compared with 

its Southern Rhone counterparts.  THIS is a rare exception.  Indulge in it!!     

22.49 / 20.24 for wine club members 



 

 

WINE:  2018 Luca Malbec 

 

SOURCE:  Paraje Altamira, Uco Valley,  

                    Mendoza, Argentina 

 

GRAPES:  100% Malbec 

 

ATTITUDE:  Pleasing you both 

 

FOOD:  Beef with char marks  

 

 

THIS IS FOR BOTH OF YOU 
 

Does that mean there are but two members in your club??  What a business nightmare that would be!  

What I’m really trying to suggest is you (and I) are all two “kinds” of consumers.  Sometimes we are wine 

drinkers, wanting to thoughtlessly gulp a decent glass of wine (it’s been a hard day!).  At other, hopefully 

not rarer times, we are wine thinkers AND drinkers.   
 

 

For the first of you, voila: 

Here’s an uber-dark red immediately inviting to the eyes.  It smells (if you remembered to take a pre-sip 

sniff) like chocolate and freshly-turned earth.  It tastes good.  It feels good.  You’re happy.  We’re done. 
 

 

For your other, more thoughtful self, a longer paragraph: 

All that you’re smelling and tasting are happening via a 13.5% alcohol content.  If, as your second self,  

you are swirling and sniffing a little more studiously, you’re encountering something beyond chocolate and 

damp earth.  I submit that you’re sensing “minerality”.  This happens on the palate, too.  As generous as 

the fruit flavors are, they’re countered with an enlivening “wet rock” palate feel taking Luca beyond the 

brainless cocktail wine type to something fresher, more energetically meal-worthy.   
 

This is “smarter” Malbec because of its geographical sourcing and the people (Laura Catena, particularly) 

who identified that.  A fast way of relating this:  Consider that in Argentine Malbec’s twenty (more or 

less) years of presence in our market it has normally had but one subregional term:  Mendoza.  Over time, 

we became aware of Southern Mendoza’s more intriguing section of Valle de Uco.  Now, with this wine 

and few of its peers, we are focusing even further to the Paraje Altamira part of Uco.  The official 

establishment of this location took a lot of study and labor that Argentine producers might have called a 

waste of time twenty years ago.  Now, though, your second self might actually give a damn!     
 

Finally, you’re “both” encouraged to consider Argentine Malbec!    

    

23.99 / 21.59 for Wine Club Members 



The Wine Steward’s 

 ‘Here ‘n There’  

White Wine 
W I N E   C L U B 

March 2022 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

WINE:  2019 Blandine ‘Le Blanc’    

SOURCE:  Côtes de Gascogne, France 

GRAPES:  Colombard & Ugni Blanc 

ATTITUDE:  AWAKENING! 

FOOD:  Fish, pork, patio  
 

My personal wine awakening was enabled in 1990 by buying our first house in Livermore and a dim 

awareness that we’d just moved to “the wine country.”  It seemed right to act on that.  Without knowing 

diddly-squat about grape growing, much less winemaking, I resolved to plant a few vines in our suburban 

plot and ultimately render their crop into something drinkable. 
 

Knowing I knew ‘diddly-squat’ I headed to Wente Vineyards, our valley’s largest producer then and now, 

for advice.  Willy Joslin (there as of 1977) kindly provided some pointers.  Then I headed off to the 

valley’s smallest of (then) nine producers, Livermore Valley Cellars.  The patriarch of this white wine-

exclusive business Chris Lagiss was equally generous (and more loquacious) with his wisdom.  I wondered 

if I might score some “on the job training” at his place.  Chris replied,  “I’m through with this business 

(there might have been a more colorful term) but talk to my son-in-law Tim.  He’s doing a little 

winemaking here.”   
 

That’s how my LVC decade began.  Tim and I learned by doing, while Chris remained a (usually) helpful 

furtherance of my education.  This place at 1508 Wetmore road consisted not only of his home and 

winery, but nearly thirty acres of head-pruned white grapevines as well.  Planted in the 1920’s and 

unmaintained for five years by the time I arrived, those vines were “retired”.  Many were dead but not all.  

When volunteer clusters matured in August or so, Chris showed me the difference between Trousseau 

Gris (Grey Riesling, our name), Palomino, and Muscat grapes.  And to the west:  Colombard, which 

Californians fancily dubbed “French” Colombard.  I tasted:  Muscat was FRAGRANT, Grey Riesling 

affably blank in flavor, Palomino (the Sherry grape) acidic-ly FLAT.  And the Colombard?  LEMONY!!  

This place had been planted for BLENDING:  The various grapes meant to succeed as a combination. 
 

This is what happens in Gascogne, France, with Colombard (of course it’s “French!”) and Ugni Blanc 

(Trebbiano) being main contributors.  I’ve spent all of the space on a personal story, but perhaps it 

somewhat applies to the simple goodness of the vibrant combo wine in your glass. 
              

14.49 / 13.04 for all wine club members 



 
 

 

WINE:  2020 Via Terra Garnatxa Blanca 

 

SOURCE:  Terra Alta, Catalunya, Spain 

 

GRAPES:  100% Garnatxa Blanca 

 

ATTITUDE:  Clean and Fresh 

 

FOOD:  Seafood salads 

 

 
 
 

 

 

IN THE BEGINNING   
 

In the beginning there was Grenache.  - Or “Garnacha,” since the elders tell us this great workhorse of the 

Rhone originally came from Spain.  More recently we’ve been asked to wonder if “Cannonau” might be 

the even more appropriate title.  That’s what it’s called in Sardinia, which the kingdom of Aragon (Spain) 

owned for several centuries.  Did the Spanish get their Garnacha from there?  Hmmm. . . 

 

Regardless, Garnacha was growing in Spain a very long time ago – in lots of places, okay?!  One day, also a 

very long time ago, some dude went out to harvest his grapes and nearly fainted:  One of his red grape 

vines was proudly sporting WHITE clusters.  “WTF??” he cried.  Then he gathered his senses and named 

this brand new mutation (yes, this happens) “Grenache Blanc”.   

 

No he didn’t, because he was in Spain.  So, “Garnacha Blanca”?  Nope.  That’s closer to the geographical 

truth, but where exactly did this mutation originally happen?  In Terra Alta, which is on Spain’s eastern 

edge where, among other groups, the locals don’t immediately identify themselves as Spanish.  And so 

they talk funny. 

 

Terra Alta is in Catalunya (Catalonia) where Barcelona is the capital and Cava Country (Penedes) and 

Priorat and Montsant (among others) are winemaking neighbors to GARNATXA BLANCA-originating 

Terra Alta. 

 

I know I’m making a big deal about this study of names.  That’s because the goodness of this white wine is 

a foregone conclusion.  Many of you have already been buying and loving this lively expression of fresh 

white fruits.  Let’s just get the name right!! 

 

17.99 / 16.19 for all wine club members 



 

 

The Wine Steward’s 

Tuesday 

Night 
W I N E   C L U B 

March 2022 
        

 

 

WINE:  2018 Santa Rita ‘Medalla Real’ 

              Cabernet Sauvignon 
 

SOURCE:  Maipo Valley, Chile 

 

 

 

 

GRAPES:  92% Cabernet Sauvignon,  

8% Cabernet Franc   

 

ATTITUDE:  Cab that Knoweth Itself  
 

FOOD:  Beef, Roasted or Braised, plus                        

    mushrooms and/or root veggies       
 

 

CHILE TELLS THE TRUTH 
 

Sometimes we can’t handle the truth, but Chile tells it anyway.  Here is a Cabernet with inherent Cab 

scents and flavors.  If you ever pull off to the side of Napa’s Highway 29, look around to be sure no one’s 

watching, and pluck a few about-to-be-harvested Cabernet Sauvignon grapes from the nearest vine, you’re 

bound to taste dark fruit but ESPECIALLY pepper and herbal flavors.  Chilean reds maintain these 

qualities through fermentation and all the way to the bottle we’re handing you.  This is a savory, honest 

Cab, unapologetically declared! 
 

And the ‘Medalla Real’ moniker was inspired by an event occurring all of thirty-five years ago.  Three 

dozen Cabernets were tasted by professionals in a blind tasting.  All the world’s renowned sources for this 

varietal (Bordeaux, Napa, et al) were represented.  The Cab from this very Chilean vineyard beat them all, 

earning the gold medal.  Maybe you can “handle the truth” when considering that impressive fact?! 
 

And maybe you’re inspired to learn more about Chilean wine?  Check April 5th on your calendar; that’s 

when THE pro on the subject Lizzy Butler visits the mezzanine to present thoughtfully tasty things from 

both Chile AND Argentina!  Stay tuned for more…   
      

 

15.99 / 14.39 for all wine club members 



  

     

 

      WINE:  2018 Bodegas Altanza ‘Capitoso’       

 

       SOURCE:  Rioja, Spain  

 

       GRAPES:  100% Tempranillo 

 

       ATTITUDE:  Delicious Medium-Ness  

 

       FOOD:  Jamon Serrano, Tortilla Española    

 

 

 

 

 

ANOTHER ALTANZA?! 
 

Maybe it’s the first time you’ve seen this producer name, but the TWS Staff is probably wondering if 

Yours Truly is being incentivized to do so much with this brand of late.  After all, Altanza’s Sauvignon 

Blanc (very rare for Rioja) and Reserva have both seen recent WineBar Menu action.  The producer’s 

higher-end “Club” Reserva was placed in our recent Spanish sit-down presentation-style events.   

 

– And now this?  Are these guys lining my pockets?  Well, sort of:  I learned of Altanza by getting to visit 

the winery in Rioja, Spain in 2018; and as you know there’s nothing like BEING THERE to fully 

appreciate a wine’s quality.  Especially when they feed you lunch. 

 

For those new to Rioja, let’s reiterate that it’s the name of Spain’s most famous wine region, with about 

four times the vineyard acreage of our Napa Valley.  Its main grape is Tempranillo, and here that grape 

typically translates to a wine that’s more red than purple, more suave than ponderous, and simultaneously 

(sometimes confusingly to rookie wine drinkers) supple AND energetic with crisp acidity. 

 

“Capitoso” (“Capricious”) is Altanza’s entry-level, sub-Crianza red designed for unfussed everyday 

drinking.  You don’t have to obsess over its scents and flavors - though the dried cherries, tangy berries, 

and subtle tobacco smoke are there to discover.  The real idea of Capitoso is “a nice glass of medium-

bodied red” that pairs admirably with salty and/or oily snacks.  Now, halfway through that glass there 

might be a sudden reckoning - “Damn, this is GOOD!” – but please try to calm back down, keep sipping 

and eating, and devote more of your attention to the lovely person across the table from you.      

 
 
 

14.99 / 13.49 for all members 


